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BERGSON'S ACCOUNT OP THE DEVELOPMENT OF MORAL OBLIGATION
: II A wOLOSED. SOCIETY^ g A 01ITI0AL APPRAISAL

v ' CHAPTER I . "■

; : THE PROBLEM AND PURPOSE OF THE THESIS

Henri Bergson; def ines a “elosed sooietyn as a society 
in which the effort of the individual member is directed 
toward the welfare and preservation of the organic whole„
The conflict between: the demands of society upon the indi
vidual to act instinctively in support of the groupp and the
desire of the Individual to emancipate himself through
: intelligence givesNrlse to moral obligation0

Bepgaon* s concept of the development of moral obli- . 
gation in a closed society presents a twofold problem,
•Firstp it will be necessary to bring t o •focus in both scope
and precisioh Bergson* s various doctrines related to this 
subjecto His teachings on moral obligation are not completely 
' expressed in any one of his works <, but rather thread their 
way through his various writings on biology, evolution*, .. 
psyehologyj, metaphysics* ethics, and religion, Second* this

3- Henri Bergson* The Two .Sources of Morality and Religion, 
:p® This is Bergson's term and will be used hereafter ; ;
without quotation marks-o The title of this work will be 
abbreviated as Two Sources oi , f



is a novel notion of Bergson1 s# and these views should be 
enitically examined and appraised to determine whether they 
eonstittLte an internally consistent ethioal theory*

In "bringing together the concepts of this philosopher 
which bear on the subject under eonslderation1 the writer will 
endeavor to delineate (1 ) the closed society and moral 
obligation^ 1 (2 ) the 'evolution and ftinetions of instinct and 
intelligences (3) Bergson1 s doctrine of free will, (ij.) a 
synthesis of these three theories in order to present in a • • 
unified whole Bergson1s, account of the development of moral 
obligation in a closed society.. .
- Completion of the .investigations as insufficient as it 
may bes:will perhaps allow a critical evaluation of this 
part of Bergson?s ethics in order that a conclusion may be 
reached about the internal consistency of his position„



•CHAPTER II

THE CLOSED SOCIETY AND MORAL OBLIGATION

Ttie ©losed-so6 iety is that whose members hold togethers 
• caring nothing for the rest of humanity/ on the alert 

for attack or defense# hound in fact to a perpetual 
readiness for battle 0 Such is hunian society fresh 
from the hands of natureV Man iras made for this 
society* as the ant was made for the ant-heap„ 1

The purpose of a closed society is the continuation of 
itself in time o Nature intended that the societies of its 
yaripus. .species hhould he" clos ed.; in order that each form of 
animal life might reproduce its kind indefinitely =: Early 
in the evolutionary history of life there occurred a bifur
cation which gave rise to the. development of two diverse 
species that mark the antipodes of two main lines of evolu
tion,, In’ this division the original tendency consisting* of 
a combination of instinct and intelligence was split t the’ 
arthropods were endowed with instinct while the .vertebrates 
were gifted with intelligence^ "The evolution of the 
arthropods reaches its culminating point in the insect, and 
'in particular in the hymenppterap as that of the vertebrate 
in mano" Notwithstanding the diversities of, the speciesa

1 Two Sources, p-o 2 5 5 . 3 ■ ■ ’ . ' , / I'■ '
’ . 2 Henri Bergson, Creative Evolution, p « 14.8.



both exemplify in their social organization^ subservience to 
nature *s demand for closed societies s

The perfect closed society is found in the. ant hill and 
in the bee hive „ There each member of the society^ ; driven 
by the blihd force of instinct^ devotes its lifes essence^ 
and being to the preservation and continuation of the .social 
©rganismo There is no consideration for the individual per 
se, either by the society or by the individual itself„ There 
is no morality because there is no oughts only you will,, and 
.the instinct which says you will effects, a good both for the 
society and the individualo This instinct does not allow 
the ant 9 even for a moments to catch a glimmer of intelli
gence and say5, " Let me leave this, ant hill| hereafter 1 Will 
work only for myself.% -

Man^ fresh from the hands of nature9 was a social 
animal gifted with an intelligence whose outer fringe is 
surrounded by instinct 0 . Instinct in man willingly:submitted 
to nature8 s law that man should live in Closed societies0 

His seciological historys through families s clans s tribess 
and natiohs 9 is a reaffirmation of the assiduousness with 

: which he has honored nature's demand„ To preserve the . : ■
social' organp to love its members and hate its nonmembers s 
is- the ..essehce Of the Glosed society^ '

Two questions now arise 0 Where is the circumference of • 
the closed society beyond which mutual love and comradeship■



do not existl Why cannot the love that man feels for his 
; family and fellow citizens be extended indefinitely to 
include all humanity?

The c i rcumf e re nee .that the closed society will encompass 
depends' essentially upon the imperative character of moral , 
Obligation that the society is able to exercise over indi
viduals and groups 0‘ ^States are diverse embodiments of the 
human spiritg in groups territorially determined through 
historical trial and failure Bdsanquet * s definition of
the state would not apply to the small agglomerations of men 
that constituted the closed societies in primitive eras $ but 
it certainly defines the modern nation states which iss as 
Bergson writes9 a true closed society, once the varnish is 
removedo The first question could be directly answered',by 
stating that the circumference of a closed society, beyond 
which love does not penetrate, is determined by the diverse 
embodiments of human.spirits which are subject to the moral 
obligations of the particular society& ■ .

Why then cannot this social boundary be crossed by love 
and comradeship in order that the love which man has for his 

;■ family and countrymen could be made to encompass all mankind?
; . There are many barriers hindering universal brotherhood

■ and the development of an ^opeh societyo1*̂" Language, custom,

3 Bernard Bosanquet„ The Philosophlca1 Theory of the 
State, po' xlviii o ;

■ Two Sources, po 22o Bergson's term. .



and.tradition all serve to obstruct the path of universal 
lov© 0 But there are more than sociological factors that 
preclude universal loveo hove of country and love of 
mankind are hot differentiated hy degree0 These loves differ 
in kind, "For between the nation* however big, and humanity/ 
there lies the whole distance from the finite to the 
indefinite, from, the closed to the open /society/^.

Again, Hature intended ordered societies „ To 
preserve this order Mature.implanted the illusion 
in us that there is something like ah innate 
superiority bestowed by nature on members of this 

, or that class o .. By paying our tribute of
admiration to that class or its members, by • '
believing in the innate superiority of certain men 

;• we contribute to nature’ s a i m s t h a t  isto'preserve 
an ordered society. 6  •

Nature has been exacting in her command that man shall live
in a elosed society0 There is a force that is stronger in
preserving the closed society than love of our countrymen or
hate of foreigners» This force is moral obligatioho

How good- our childhood would have been, Bergson remarks,
if we had been free to do as we pleased, to enjoy one pleasure
after another, with.no restraint plaeed upon us 0 But alas,
even as children, we realized that there was a restraint, in
the persons of our: parehts„ Vaguely we seemed to realise
that their authority came not so much from the. fact that they

5, Two Sources, po 2 I4.0 . ' .1 ! - -
• 6 :Two Sources, p 0 62, as quoted by Philip Merlan, tt0 n a

Gertain Aspect of Bergson’s Philosophy,u Philosophy and 
Phenome no logical Research,' Vol *.11, No*, Ll” (l9h2),: p T 3 2 9 o .



we3?© our parents s but from a for©© that was above them. And 
this, dim eoneept in childhood is.true in fact. Society is. a, 
hierarchy which may be compared to a living organism. 
Individuals compose society just as cells make up an organism 
The individual, while trying to serve his own ends9 auto- : 
matically serves the purposes of society just as the cell, 
in.keeping itself alive, also gives life and health to the .
.body of which it is a part. This analogy cannot be carried 
to an extreme conclusion, since the nature of a human being 
is Unlike that of a cell. The interests of the cell and the 
organism always coincide, but the question of whether the 
interests of the individual and society are always compatible 
is a consideration that will be discussed later in this 
chap t er 0 , ;

. Moral obligation, if it existed in the society of the 
Hymenoptera, would be a maxim decreed by instinctI "You 
must .because you must."7 Earlier it was stated that the 
fringe of man's intelligence is surrounded by instinct.
This instinct is manifest in man’s "habit of contracting 
^hese/' h a b i t s T h r o u g h  this habit of acquiring habits 
' human .society/say to its:; member s':' ■ "You must because you 
must." Man accepts the moral obligations imposed upon him 
hysoGietY.as a natural part of his environment. In his

: 7 Two Bourc^.,. p . IK. \ .
8  Ibid., p. 18, '- :



mind" he tends to associate moral law with natural law9 and . 
to assume that each is supported by the same preponderant 
forceo. Man usually assumes9 when he does give thought to 
the moral obligations of society9 that these obligations ■ .
are'ratiohai and spring from a rationai source* : ’

- These assumptions are happy delusions <> Moral law is 
not a part of natural law5 yet habitual obedience to it -
entails a concept which is not a part of the concept of 
other habits9 and eonsequently enhances' moral obiigation with 
a rigor that may be abstractly compared to the force of 
natural law„ This concept9 which is associated with moral 
obligation^ is different in kind rather than in degree from 
the idea of personal habitso: They entail little, if any,
sense of duty while each separate social moral obligation 
carries with it the totality of all moral obligations In 
other words, each law of society, no matter how trivial, is 
backed by the full force of society* For this reason natural 
and moral law tend to be confused,, Again, members of a . 
society tend to grant a ratiohai status to both the inception , 
and present existence of moral'obligationsB Perhaps many 
moral obligations can be rationally explained as they now 

: exist, but this is not to affirm that they arose from a 
rational source« The sohroe; of moral obligation lies in 
instinct, not in intelligence o- Primitive instinct, endeavoring 
to protect and propagate the species, carried within itself 
the tendency from whioh'moral obligation has developed in



human societies and this instinet is not of a rational nature
Obedience to moral obligation rests in habit. These 

habits become so firmly fixed that, i t .takes more' effort and 
ingenuity to. disobey the., moral law than it does to obey it.
If this were always true there would be little dissension
Within societyo There is always the exceptional circumstance 
in which obedience to obligation gives rise to a conflict 
with self interesto It is when habitsmotivated by instinct1 
is not of sufficient strength to meet" and conquer the demands 
of intelligence that moral obligation relinquishes its hold. 
This is the exceptional circumstance^ Usually there is no 
conflict between the self and society, but Bergson writes,
11 Let us set up as a practical maxim that obedience to duty 
means resistance to self ..

This is a practical maxim and must be eonsidered in the
light of Bergson* s modifications and explanations, just as 
the principal statement of this thesis, that moral.obligation 
in a closed society:arises out of the conflict between . . 
instinct and intelligence, must'be considered in the sense 
Bergson* s delineation imparts to the meaning. This will 
become clearer as the research proceeds0 f . ;

That intelligence does not continually keep the indi- 
.yidual in a rebellious state is shown by the fact that the 
• individual ego is oloSely connected with the social ego.

^ Two Sources, py 12. ' ■



The eyes of society are constantly upon its members s and 
each members though he may be away from his society, or from 
any societys tries to maintain his spirituals if not physicals 
contact„ The story of Kipling’s Forest Officer, alone in the 
wilderness s dressing, each evening for dinner in order to 
remain a part of his society, is well known 0 It is the- 
stability of society that gives the individual purpose and 
security in life, and makes his effort far more productive , 
than it would be in a Hobbeslan state of nature0

To sum up, the purpose, of closed societies, which nature
: intended, is to.engender and protect its members 0 The true, 
closed: societies, which are purely instinctive and hence 
devoid of moral obligation, are found in the societies of

' ■ i V-'V . ■ • : V ■ ■ ■  ' ;; 'the Eymenoptera, The highly developed Instinct of these 
societies is the result of a primitive bifurcation, in which 
instinct and intelligence parted, the former manifesting 
itself in the arthropods, the latter culminating in man,

Eature, glazing man’s intelligence with instinct, has. 
destined him to live in closed societies» The limits of 
human societies are principally determined by the scope of 
moral obligation exercised by the society over its members # 
These limits can only be made universal by the dissemination 
of a love that will envelop all humanity and this love is 
different in kind, not in degree, from the love shared by 
members of a particular society,.



The cohesive force of society rests in moral obligationo 
Moral, obligation in a human society carries with it the 
maximr, you must because , you musts and supports this decree 
in the fact that through his instinct man has the habit of 
acquiring habits c The sense of duty toward moral obligations 
of society is of an intensity that is different in kind from 
the sense of duty toward personal habits 0 This is because 
each moral obligation carries with it the totality of all 
moral obligations j, and obedience to1 each is demanded by the 
total force of society. The strength of this force causes 
it to be associated with natural law in a rational concept„ 
■Moral law is not a part of natural laws nor is It based on 
rational grounds 6 .

The habit of conforming to moral obligations becomes 
involuntaryp and only when the demands of intelligence to 
emancipate the individual, become strong enough to overcome 
the grasp of habit does the individual thwart moral obli
gation® It is in this situation that Bergson Sets up a 
practical maxim that conformity to moral obligation means 
resistance to selfo In' other situations of social living 
man finds that his individual ego is closely allied with his 
social ego$ and that much of his strengths stabilitys direction 
of purpose's and self 'esteem lies in his being an accepted 
member of the social organism,, • .



CHAPTER III

, ‘ THE EVOLUTION'AHD FUNCTIONS :OE INSTINCT A #  INTELLIGENCE

• Evolution is not a liiaear process ® Like the shrapnel 
fragments from an explosive shellj, which themselves contain 
charges and burstV tendeheie's that did not follow the main 
evolutionary stem fanned out from it and developed into 
diverse species« The life forees carrying within itself an 
unstable balance of tendencies^ met the resistance of inert 
matter and was forced to disperse its vital activities„
Life overcame the resistance of matter^ which beyond a 

; certain point tends to divide rather than grow <, by exhibi- : 
ting itself in minute forms which adhered to the physico- 
Chemical properties of lifeless matter and developed from . 
them the first protoplasmic organisms0 

• 'These first organisms, struggling to maintain themselves $ 
adapted to the: varying irregularities of matter and assumed/ 
many forms in their sheaf-life growths. The tendencies 
within these organisms,, being- themselves branches of a more 
primitive tendency from which they had separated^ retained 
in their nature all the vital forces of the original 
tendency which were not incompatible with the work of the 
organismo Some organisms progressed by following the 
sinuosities of evolution,:while others retrogressed because



they were less adaptable t o :ehange0 There are also organ- . 
isms of which the.Foraminifera is an examples that have 
remained stereotyped sine© the Silurian epoch«- Evolution is 
not only a forward movement» It marks time and often falls 
back upon itself0 'n¥e must recognize that all is not 
coherent in na.ture, „ a <,. It ^/evolution^Z is a creation that 
goes on forever in virtue of an initial m o v e m e n t I t  is 
one thing to recognize that environmental conditions un
doubtedly affect organic development, and quite another 
thing to understand that the inherent vitality within life 
itself is the directing force0 Adaptation, explains sinuosi
ties of evolution, but not the impetus Or general dIrectione 

Life is motion and activity itselfs ever moving and 
striving* reaching beyond its graspa aiming at the perfection 
of a specieso - Yet it contlhually meets with resistance and 
one vital tendency .after another separates from the original 
impetus and-develops into species which follow their own 
propensities, seeking from environment their own ends with 
the minimum expenditure of effohto Each speciesv having 
once come into beings resists change and tends toward > ; •
;stagnation*. ' . - •

Zoologists ahd paleontologists, classify as successful 
any form of life that has survived over a long period of time 
But when these forms are viewed as the residue:of the life

1 Creative Evolution, p « lid.



force which has moved through them and left them behindg it 
seems .that failnre in the original purpose of life is the 
rule: rather than the. exception-o "We shall see thata pf the • 
fohr^ main directions along which animal life beht its course 
two have led to blind alleys 9 ands in the other twos the 
. effort has generally, been out of proportion to the result „

In the two most sueeessful paths s leading to the develop 
•ment of: arthropods and vertebratess progress has been chiefly 
realized in the sensory“motor nervous systemo In the 
arthropods motor activity is. distributed through a varying 
number of appendages s while in the vertebrates neural 
activity;culminates in the hand of. man, ' Man 8 s place in 
nature rests largely In the fact that his hand can perform 
innumerable diversified labors„ It appears thens on the 
surface;s that the success of arthropods and vertebrates has 
been due to the motor activity evinced through a highly 
developed nervous systems but behind this appearance lie two 
powerss instinct and intelligences which were immanent in 
life and parted company early.in the history of these species

Instinct and intelligence are generally regarded as 
active forces of the same orders intelligence being superior 
to instinctV One is not superior to the other0 They are ' 
different in kind rather - than in degrees and are at once

2 EchinodermSg mollusks s arthropods g vertebrates 0 -

^ Creative Bvolutions Po 11&3, ' .



15
diverse and' complementary0 All Intelligence is intermingled 
with instinct, and all instinct is to some extent intelligent. 
This fact, according to Bergson, must be kept constantly in 
mind. Because of it neither instinct nor intelligence will 
admit of precise definition, "they are tendencies, and not 
t h i n g s . E v e r y  organism strives to secure from inert matter 
those properties that will keep it alive. In this striving 
the instinct or intelligence possessed by.organisms acts on 
matter'in diversified ways and leads investigators of these 
phenomena to attempt to separate, classify, and categorize 
them "into distinct entities. This method is useful in 
investigation, but the gap between instinct and intelligence 
is not as pronounced in reality as investigative methods 
would indicate.

■ An instinct is a complex and invariable form of 
"behavior. 'Host instincts serve to maintain the indi- ' 
vidual or the species. . . . Beyond heredity tropisms, 
reflexes, and instincts are the higher aspects of ■ 
nervous function by which these patterns of behavior 
become modified in adaptation to special needs. These 
grade upward to the display of intelligence among the 
higher vertebrates and man, in which the brain contains 
a greater number and more intricate arrangement of 
conduction paths and larger numbers of association 
neurons in the cerebral cortex.5
Theories about instinct may be reduced to two main types, 

the neo-Darwinian and the- neo-Lamarckian. Heo-Darwinism holds 
that instincts arise from accidental differences in organisms

^Creative Evolution, p. 151.
STracy I. Storer, General Zoology, pp. 105-4.



which natural seleetiQn has pr@serv@fl® These: instincts are 
transmitted, from germ to germ and manifest themselves when 
the head'ariseso Neo^Lamarckianism states that intelligence 
forms certain habits,and although the intelligence which 
fostered these habits tends to decays. the habits are trans
mitted by heredity in the form of instincts»' : -

The first theory falls to explain the wonderful adapta
bility of certain instincts which could never have reached 
their present effectiveness in one stage, If they evolved 
piece by piece it is a happy- accident that the new additions 
have come to complement the old. forms to which they were
being added, since addition of a new instinct requires a '
reforming of , the species«, This miracle could not have - 
happened by chance. -

If.a new instinct is developed by intelligence and 
transmitted by heredity as a habit in the form of an Instinct 
as the neo—Lamarokians claim, it must be admitted that this 
occurs often enough to ensure an evolutionv It is question
able if this process ever occurs = r .
: Bergson agrees . that evolution is ythd: result' of an

effort and occurs from germ to germ<> But the evolution of 
instincts is not accidental and is not the result of 
individual efforts : .

The effort.by which a species modifies its instinct, 
and modifies itself as. well, must be a much deeper 
thing, dependent solely neither on circumstances nor . 
on individuals« It is not purely accidental., although



accident has a,;large place in it; .and ■it, does not 
depend solely on the initiative of individualss. , ;
although individuals' eoliahorate in it,"
Gonsider that the- Akmophila-.Hirsuta administers, nine • ; :

successive stings to nine nerve centers of the-caterpillar^
then- squeezes its head /between the mandibles to paralyze
without killing i t s in order that the caterpillar will serve
as fresh meat for the larvae of the wasp-. Is this actioh
by the wasps which may be compared to.the technique of a
skillful entomologist„ a lapsed form of intelligence that has
developed into a habit and has been transmitted by heredity?
H o s a y s  Bergson, this is the attitude that science takes
when it applies the technique of studying solid objects to
a vital process0 It categorizes instead of sympathizing»
Instinct is sympathy, and the knowledge that, the wasp has of
the nervous structure of the caterpillar comes from within.
The wasp and the caterpillar are part of the life force and
must not be considered as two organisms but as a single
incident of the vital activity„ /

The date, at which intelligence . first evolved in animal
life cannot be accurately'determined. It has exemplified /
itself in varying degrees through man and the lower animals =
When man first made and used crude tools intelligence was
far along ih its developmento It is found in the neophyte

■ ^ Creative Evolution, p 0 187-8„ An example in support 
of this argument is found in' the development of the eye in 
the "Pecteh and In maho See Creative Evolution/ pp„ 70-7, and 
Jacques Chevaliera Henri Bergson, pp« 233“8 0



stage in the inferen.ee of lower animals- when. the fox recog
nizes a trap as being a trap,. It is also found ih. a more 
. highlsr, devflopeh s tage. in ani ma ls su ch as elephants and 
mohicbysy ■ when tihey' at temp tv to use's or eons true t from inert 
matter<, things that will, aid their attempts to survive, 
-invention beeomes complet@ when it is materialized in manu- , 
factured instruments, Toward that achievement the intelli
gence of animals tends as toward an ideal,"7

The progress of human intelligence has been marked by 
the ability to invent mechanical instruments, and social 
history is an account of progress in.this activity, Growth 
of intelligence and development of social history is often 
difficult to visualize in terms of mechanical, invention •' 
because man changes his instruments faster than he changes 
his habits and concepts0 A s ,future history holds the present 
age' in retrospects it will probably consider^ if it considers 
at allj, the wars and political strivings as minor incidents 9 
but the invention of the steam engine will mark the period^ 
just as the use of stohe and iron has served to designate 
historical eras of the past. It would'seem that■the original 
feature; of intelligence is its ability to fabricate artificial 
instruments> especially tools to make tools s in an infinite 
variety, ' :"v -/ V i f . ■ -

The tools and machines possessed by the unintelligent

7 Creative Evolution  ̂ p, 152, -



: V ; ; :  ; / ' ' ^ ':.. ' : 19 ■'
animals ‘ai’© ^h© appendages of the body, and the use. of these
parts is governed b y .Instihots1 The perfection for which 
instinct strives is the movement and nee of these bodily 
instruments» Serein lies ■•the' essential’ difference between1. 
instinct and intelligence, Instinct tries to apply organized 
parts of the body in the manipulation of matters while intelli
gence attempts to deal with matter through unorganized 

-^instruments, • I- • , / ; , .... •. .■ ; • : ■ . v

Each of these methods of dealing with the environment 
has certain advantages-and disadvantages 6 The instrument 
controlled by instinct has. been formed by nature for a specific 
purpose 0 It is easy to manipulate, is usually well adapted 
to the purposeg and results in a. maximum amount of work accom
plished in proportion to the effort expended* On the other - 
handg the particular'tasks Which can be performed are strictly 
• limitedj, and any change in the ins trument which will admit, a 
variation in its work results in a modification, of the 
species„ The unorganized instruments of intelligence present 

: opposite characteristicsv They are not constructed for a 
; .particular type of work and consequently result in large 
expenditure of effort in ratio to the results accomplished.
In early stages their work is crude and inefficients not 
serving its intended purpose nearly so well as the instruments 

■ :. :-:Qfv'.instiuet'■'This-; results, howevers in a continual movement 
toward varied organization^ unlimited opportunities for



advancementand a richer society without physical modifi
cations in the species, t$Instinct and intelligence therefore
represent two divergent solutions, equally fitting# of one
:-V; ■ ■■■ ' _ 8  :; • ■ ; .  ̂
ahd the same problem." • • • •
v. The preceding paragraphs of this chapter, presented 
.Bergson’s account of the evolution of instinct and intelli
gence 5 and a. description of one of their functionss that is, 
the way in which they utilize matter«, The second important 
function of these tendencies relates to the kind of knowledge 
that 'they g i v e ; This funGtion will now be considered*

' When a mechanical action is performed through habit, i 
the performance of the act so resembles the idea of the act 
that consciousness is not brought into play. Only when a 
resistance is met is consciousness;called upon to solve the 
problem* tfThis inadequacy of act to representation is 
precisely what we here call eonsciousnesse,t̂  When action is 
effected by instruments controlled.by instinct upon objects 
for which these instrttments are best adapted there is no 
need for consciousness„ Consciousness therefore is the 
negation of instinct» Tlie knowledge of instinct is an 
unlearned knowledge * When the paralyzing wasp stings the 
caterpillar it displays the knowledge of a learned scientist, 
yet there is no conscious inference in this act * The

d Creative Evolution, p 0 1^8,

9 Ibid*, p» 159 o . : ; ■ ■ ■ . '



mechanism used 9 the material'acted npon, and the-method 
applied have all been furnished by nature. There is no 
alternative: and jhenee -rid ehoio6® -; ;

Intelligence also displays Innate and unlearned know
ledge, It is true that Intelligence has no innate knowledge 
of particular objects9 but it knows times place, and distance, 
That is, intelligence has an unlearned knowledge of relations, 
and it acts as if it did have knowledge of objects „ Bergson1s 
contention that although Intelligence has no knowledge of 
objects, it nevertheless behaves as though it possessed such 
knowledge, is by no means unparalleled in the literature of 
recent epistemology= Broad, for example,- maintains that we 
often seem to infer when no:genuine inference is taking 
placeo Thus, in his own inimitable ,language he writes $ .

- It would be false psychologically to say that we 
infer from the nature of the objective constituent 
and from any other knowledge that we may have that 
it Is part of a larger spatio-temporal whole of a 
certain kindo It is perfectly evident that we do 
nothing of the sort

Instinct implies the knowledge of matter, while the innate
knowledge of intelligence is of relations or forms, - ■

" "It seems from these points that the two forms Of
knowing were originally mixed together, and the internal
vitality of nature, being a limited force, was unable to
develop them coextensivelyv The one diverged and came to

QV Do Broad, The Mind and Its Place in Mature, p „ 1^1,
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grasp material objects themselves while the other developed 
the characteristic of relating.objects? of reaching con
clusions from given premises«, and of proceeding from the 
known to the unknown. Knowledge given by instinct would say 
this is itself and rest in categorical propositions, while 
the knowledge of intelligence, formulating itself in hypo
thetical propositions would affirm, if this then that. The 
first would be a superior kind of knowledge since it is of 
content rather than form, of extension rather than intension. 
But instinctive knowledge is limited in scope, applying only 
to a few special kinds of objects, whereas the knowledge of 
intelligence claims the universe as its field of ontology„
It will be seen from this exposition of the knowledge content 
of instinct and intelligence that it is closely related to 
their characteristics of action. That is, instinct knows ' 
objects and acts directly upon those objects assembled and 
at hand, while intelligence knows relations and fabricates 
discontinuous matter. The essential difference between 
instinct.and intelligence as ways of knowing can be formulated 
thus: 11 There are things that intelligence alone is able to
seek, but which, by itself, it will never find. These things 
instinct alone could find; but will never seek them out,11-^

The intelligence views matter as a body of unorganized 
objects, and forms a clear idea of matter only as it appears

-̂Creative Evolution,. p, 16?«



to be Immobile and discontinuous» It attempts to bring 
these immobilep discontinuouss and. unorganized objects into - 
a system of coherent relationss to fabricate into concrete 
forms .stuff that -will' coincide with the abstract conceptual 
forms of the intellect 0 Fabrication of matter with the hand, 
into usable objects j, is the chief function of the intellect 0 

But matter itself is not immobileo The very essence of 
both life and matter is change. Static concepts and cine- 
matographical interpretations of reality are being replaced 
by theories which take into account that matter may be •
nothing more than force.in motion and that this force may not 
follow definite laws„ That which is, is not„ It is becoming 
Change Is the rolling rushing waters of the past into the dry 
gorges of the future „ "

- The causal evolution is not to- be viewed as a 
mechanical succession of movements, in which case 
the world process becomes a series of extinctions 
and fresh creations, but is one state working itself 
up to another state or informing it with ceaseless 
.pulsation 1  V i  all life is force, o I. « The world 
process is of the nature of a self acting developmente ; 
It appears to be a. series of Incessantly suGeeedihg 
phenomena, while it is a continuous development com
parable to an indivisible melody. There is a cohesion 
of the past with the present which is broken up into a 

1 succession of before and after in our external treat-1 '
- " , ment of nature „ 12 ' ; . ’ ' : 1 .. - ;

In this world of change, which the Intelligence views as 
immobile, it feels that it has the power of manipulating 
matter in any way that it may find useful. And it is here

12 So RadhakrIshnan, Indian Philosophy, p 0 3 6 7 .



that.intelligence seeks reality, yet by the very nature of 
intelligence and reality, the intellect cannot reach the 
real through its own power,,
. Heretofore man has been considered as an individual 

As a. member pf _ a - society he. plays a role to which he is not
born®, He must learn his place in society and the work that»
he is to perform,: - In this respect he is different from the 
insects, whose short life decrees that they be born to fit 
the job that they are to perform. Yet in all societies 
there seems to exist a faculty which enables the individual 
to fill his place and perform his work with speed and readi
ness „ This faculty is language,

. ' In the socleties of insects language appears to be • • i
based upon a number of signs which are adherent to the 
objects to be manipulated. In human societies the spoken 
word is not originally assigned to any specific object, but 
can be made to designate~anything, This freedom of language 
enables man to pass from one object;'to another, to retain 
and carry with him concepts that related to past fabrications 
of objects, to view these objects in systems, and to develop 
theories about the nature of matter and about life itself 
It is theory, developed through language, that has freed man; 
from the realm of Inanimate matter, and it is theory'that the 
intellect alone can seek. But in the formation of theories, 
the intellect cannot release itself from the iron paradigm



to which It has habitually shackled itself when it out mobile 
matter into Immobile segments„ The abstract concepts of the 
intellect> although more diaphanous than the ideas of solid 
Objects/ are set'forth in categories or symbols„ Logic is - 
the set of rules for using these s y m b o l s a n d  these symbols 
are derived from the concepts of solid objects» The relation
ship among solid objects forms the science of geometry,

It is from the extension of a certain natural geometrys 
suggested by the most general and immediately per
ceived properties of solids, that natural logic has 
arisen! then from this natural logic, in its turn,

• has sprung seientifiG •geometry,; which extends further 
■ and further the knowledge of the external properties 

■ of solids,13
Geometry and logic which are applicable to, and at home in, 
the realm of matter, cannot penetrate the flow and duration 
of life itself 0 / . ' . : f
- 11 Our intellects when it follows its natural bent,

proceeds on the one hand by. solid perceptions, and on the 
other by stable conceptions„ " This is the method that 
tries to know by concepts, i 0 e„, by symbols and analysis0 

Only by turning back upon its natural propensities can the 
intellect think realj eontinuity> which is the creative 
evolution of life itself* The predominant characteristic of 
the intellect is its lack of ability to understand life.

-*-3 Oreatlve Evolution5 p„ 177«

Henri Bergson, An Introduction to Metaphysics, p = 66.0



IngtiiiGt^ on. the other haridg is the manifestation of 
the vital life foree» It is instinct that knows solid 
ohjectss not from a series of external views5 but inwardly 
and •sfmpathetiGallyi It is instinct that knows motion as 
fluidity and time as real duration0 Only by Intuition, that 
is, disinterested and self cbnseious instinct $ can the 
knowledge of reality be experience do.. - - . ' .

• That which has gone before must again be briefly 
restated. The life force, limited, in capacity and containing 
an unstable balance of tendencies, met with inert matter and 
produced the first protoplasmic organisms« These tendencies 
continually exemplified themselves as the organisms developed, 
sheaf-like, into diverging species„ Living forms are the 
residue of the original impetus which has passed through 
them. This impetus strives for the realization and perfection 
of itselfo Its efforts have been partially realized in the 
arthropods and vertebrates which form the two main, and 
almost antithetical, stems of the original movement* '

. The success of these lines- has been due to a highly , 
developed sensory-motor.neryous system controlled by■instinct 
or intelligence, and manifest through bodily appendages.

Instinct and intelligence are never found in a pure 
state in animal life„ They are intermingled, all instinct 
being to some degree intelligent, and all intelligence being 
heavily coated with instinct. Intelligence and instinct are



not things j, by.t tendeneies 0 ; . . .
The neo-Darwinian and neo“Lamarckian' theories about •

instinot miss the essential point of its.nature» Instinot .
is,a sympathetic continuation of the vital life movement0 

Intelligence is found in varying degrees through the 
lower animals and culminates in'man„ It is exemplified in 
its most highly developed state in man’s ability to make
tools to make tools». The end for which instinct and intelli
gence strives is td provide the species which they control 
with a means of fabricating mattero The appendages of 
insects,motivated by instinct are usually well adapted to 
’manipulate a;limited number of readily accessible solid 
objects while the hand of man, serving his intelligences 
composes solid and useful objects from discontinuous matter* 
Insects are limited in the stage to which they can progress 
while man constantly changes his environmental conditions0

■ ' ' ’ V,. • ■As: ways of knowing$ both instinct and intelligence are 
aided by language« Sign language adherent to particular 
objects restricts insect societies to limited progress while 
the spoken word of man .allows for cumulative knowledge and 
the formation of theories«

In the formation of theories the Intelligence applies 
logicj derived from geometrical relations. between solid 
objects s to mobile reality in immobile concepts„ For this 
reason intelligence can never know reality<, It must turn



back upon itself and utilize'instinotp in a disinterested and 
intuitive manner9 if it is to penetrate the mobility and. ■ 
duration of life itself , •Bergson8 s' concept of the functions 
of instinct and intelligence now becomes plea.ro 'These ' '
tendencies aid the species in fabricating matter and impart 
to them knotrledge which .makes this , effort successful» ’•



CHAPTER IV

V / i y - V r . B E R C S O H 8 S . DOCTRIBE OP FREE WILL ; •

In'feroHu.GtIon« Mechanism is a theory that materials 
brought together in combinations are subject to laws* , ,
Reality5 to the mechanist, is the law which governs particles 
of mattere Dynamism,, on the contrary? is the ■ theory that - 
facts arising from observed combinations of matter are not 
within the grasp of laws.*, and reality consists of facto The 
distinction made by these theories between fact and law rests 
upon.the meaning of the word simplicity. Each theory uses 
this word in a very • different sense«, The simple mechanical 
explanation of reality is the concept of inertias while the 
Simple dynamical, explanation of reality is the concept of 
spontaneity. Both simple concepts9 the notion of inertia 
and the.idea of spontaneity, seem to need further elaboration, 
and a rigorous consideration of themreveals that both contain. 
the idea of activity. In mechanism the concept of activity 
rests' in t h e ;belief1 in- static eternal laws, while in dynamism 
the concept of activity, arising spontaneously, is the central 
premise. These theories thus a priori arrive at two opposite 
views of human action, dependent upon their views of the . 
concrete and the abstract, the simple and the complex, the 
law and the fact . • v : ‘



' ̂ Mechanism/ holding to the theory of imrautable eternal 
laws $ denies human freedom in arguing that human actions dan 
he explained, by psychological or physical de termini situ 
Freedom is said to he.'incompatible' with conscious states. Or 
with the principle of conservation of energy and the funda
mental properties of matter» Bergson writes that physical 
determinism postulates psychological determinlsm, and that 
the psychological theory of determinism is based upon a 
mlsunderstahding of the multiplicity of conscious states 
which involve duration,

B e r g s o n ' s  polemical approach to physical and psychical: 
determinism is so long and involved that it makes very great 
demands upon the reader1s attention* In the interest, of 
clarity it is here attempted to distinguish and.present 
. separately the five chief arguments *

Argument 1, Physical determinism derives from the 
theory of the atomic structure of matter arid the laws 
governing this s t r u c t u r e M a t t e r  is held to be composed of 
molecules and atoms« in constant, motion* It conforms to the 
law of attraction and repulsion'ahd the principle of conser
vation of energy* The nervous system of the human body is 
made of the same kind of particles that compose unorganized 
matter ahd; is sub jeet - to- the same laws * Hence, it is acted 
upon by external forces, and in turn acts upon them in ways 
determined by previously existing states over which it has



: na':e©.ntr@l;* :;;';/i^yon©;-kiipwiEig. the exact position of the 
particles of matter at a given time and also knowing the law . 
.governing their movements could calculate with unfailing 
aocuraoy the movement or action of any object or human body 
during-the succeeding: moment o Granting that the determinists 
are correct in their concept of the atomic structure of , 
matterg Bergson arguesg it does not necessarily follow that 
the principle of conservation of energys which is basic to 
the idea of bodies in motion, is applicable, to conscious 
states in the realm of mindo It is admitted that the physical 
and psychical influence each other and exhibit parallel terms „ 
"But to extend this parallelism to the series themselves in

. " - ‘ ' *j
their totality is to settle a priori the problem of freedom,," 
The doe.trine that molecular motion determines psychic states 
is yet to be demonstrated^

The theorem o f •conservation of energy states that in 
any series of combinations there must be a constant quantity 
which remains throughout the action* This principle -is -based 
On observations of conservative physical systems and in mo 
way accounts for the fact that there may be other hypotheses 
that more, adequately explain phenomena in the psychical 
realm. If is applicable in systems where the moving objects 
can return to the original position, thus.giving a constant 
quantity % to the system, : .

1 Henri Bergson, Time and Free Mill, p « II4.7 »



vIn shortj, time cannot bite into itg and the in- •
stinciive5. though vagnej belief of mankind in the 
eons©nvation■,hf.'i'"a,';fixed;__',(||U'aht:ity 'hi*-.vtia.tiiePji a fixed 
quantity of energys perhaps has its root yin the very' 
fact that inert matter does, not s.eem to endure or to 

: . presehy® . 4'W ^ 'But this" dS: hot
' / - r the ba^se:-in the realm: of 'lifet$.' vy’’' y . , '

In the conscious states of life there is no turning back. 
A prolonged sensation is constantly changing/ swelling with 
the quality the present pours into it, moving along a course
which can never " be retraced,. Duration is imbedded into
sensation, and meaning, in the higher levels of consciousness, 
finds its essence in pastness. The error of physical 
determinism in holding that the law of conservation of energy 
applies in both physical and psychical states lies in con
fusing concrete duration with abstract time«

. When, physical determinism argues that the molecular 
structure of matter evinces its geometrical structure on the 
nervous system of the body and results in determined psychic 
states the theory of physical determinism postulates a theory 
of. psychological 'determinism.: .

Argument 2 0 Psychological determinism implies, an .. 
associationist theory of mind* Each conscious state is 
supposed to derive from the preceding states. y These conscious 
states cannot be explained in a purely mechanical way as the 
geometric resultant of forces acting' bn the nervous System

^ Time and Free Will, pp * 158-3»



because they constantly vary in quality. 3y this Bergson 
’means ■that mechanical forces which external objects exert ■ 
upon the senses are registered in the consciousness 0 These 
-forces cahhot ̂ he measured geometricallys as ■ the resultant of / 
forces is measured by vector analysis in physics. Conscious 
states? such as loves hateg and fear have an Intensity or 
quality which is felts and cannot be measured in units„
Bergson admits that conscious states tend to be related, but 
to argue that conscious; states are related is not to explain 
the cause of the transition from one state to another.
; Feelings and ideas contain ah infinite number of
conscious states.These states, when spread out in the 
homogeneous medium of space are perceived as separate, 
external terms, and can be expressed by words.. This is the ; 
method by which assoeiationism explains psychological 
determinism. Bergson writes that the conscious state, which 
is a personal interpenetrating fusion, is thus broken down 
into a juxtaposition of multiplieity, each element being ; •. 
Impersonal and external to every other element. Because 
reason has the idea of space and the ability to express this’ 
idea in words and to divide the'conscious state into separate 
elements, it does not follow that the conscious state contains 
these elements. From withinconsciousness does not . occupy 
space nor does it seem tq have a quality that can be expressed 
in  words. It is a fused and unified whole, carrying within



itself a,sense of continuity in time incapable.of ’division« ,
: Associationism thus makes the mistake of constantly

.replacing the concrete phenomenon which takes place 
■ in the mind by.the artificial- reconstruction of it ■ . :
" given h;y: ptiilohophy;*; a^^

" : explanation of the fact with tlie fact itself „3 . . ' '
When states are associated with states and set side by side 
and expressed in language, the nature of inner consciousness 
is not translated. Mind and language cannot meet on a common 
ground. .■ ■■ . ; ; . : .

In attempting to show that a conscious state is 
determined by imniediate percept ions s or by previous states 
which were derived from perceptions> the assoeiationist must 
necessarily maintain that acts resulting from the immediate 
conscious state, were prede;tenmin@d.<* ■ Loves hate, fear* and 
avers ion g manifesting themS'elves in the consciousness ̂ acting 
as so many separate forces upon the egos are determined 
emotions in the chain of association and acts resulting from 
these emotions are not free„ There can be no free acts 0

If these feelings penetrate deeply enough into the inner 
consciousness, or soulg Bergson skatesf they become fused 
With the whole'soul. When they are expressed through an 
action the essence of the soul, the whole personality, is 
expressed in the action and the act is free» “It is the 
whole soul, in fact, which gives rise to the free decision: 
and the act will be so much the freer the more the dynamic

3 Time and Free Will,, p c 163® A ■ '



series wi.th whieh it is connected tends to be the fundamental 
self o8,4■ :

Argument 3=, The deteminist places himself in a position 
of either the past or the future when contending that acts, 
even those which express the dynamic force of the personality, 
were determined and could not have been otherwise. In viewing 
an act prior to its completion the determinist holds that a 
point is reached from which several courses are projected*
One alternative is chosen because predetermined forces 
weighed heaviest on this patho In arguing that the self was 
forced to follow one path,. the determinist overlooks the fact 
that the self, while oscillating between the alternatives, 
was constantly changing, and that the alternatives themselves 
were also changing as they were being considered* To trace 
the conscious states of the self as a straight line develop
ment and to consider the alternatives as straight lines 
leading to an act, is to enforce a geometrical representation 
in space upon a series of fusing conscious states, developing 
as tendencies in time* The error lies in confusing tenden
cies with objects and time with space*

In viewing an act after it has happened the opponents 
of free will forget that the path followed was not a path at 
all until the action was performed* If it were not possible

4 Time and Free Will, p* 167 *
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that it should exist until the action had been performed# It 
is meaningless to say that.a choice was made between one of 
several courses* In retrospect the alternatives can be 
retraced in words as a geometrical design can be retraced 
with a pencil# but this is symbolism* It is replacing the 
act which occurred in time with a description of the act 
which occurs in space* "Hence a symbolism of a mechanical 
kind# equally incapable of proving# disproving# or illus
trating free will*"^

Argument 4* Hie determinist will assert that knowing 
all the antecedents# the action of an individual would be 
predictable* Bergson admits that knowing the character of a 
person would enable one to predict with a certain, probability 
his course of action in a given set of circumstances* This 
probable prediction is not the same as the infallible fore
sight that the determinist proposes*

Let us assume that a certain man# Paul# performed a 
certain act* Could another man# Peter# living at the same 
time# or a few centuries earlier# knowing all the conditions 
that gave rise to Paul’s act# have predicted it? Paul’s act 
was to some.extent'influenced by external objects and the 
mechanical processes active in his body and mind* But these 
forces produced a congeries of states of consciousness which

' 5'fime and Free Will# p* 183*



were the results of ’ the Intensities of the forces c, Intensity 
is a qualityp not a quantity0 It can be experienced only by 
a particular individual@ It cannot be determined by any 
knowledge of! the: bodily o.r 'mechanical actions which give rise 
to it o: 1.H e n c e P e t e r  , gifted with, absolute foreknowledge of 
the forces that would.act on Paul, could not possibly predict 
the intensities of these'forces upon him, and consequently 
could not predict his action in a given situation. Con
sidered dynamically, Peter would have to experience the same 
imperceptible series of changes that Paul experienced in " 
order to arrive - at the point from which the act began„ This 
is impossible, since Peter would have to be Paulo Considered 
statically, the qualitative states are annexed and given a 
quantitative representation after the act was performed* The. 
value of the antecedents cannot be known until the act has 
been performed, and in order to determine the act these values 
must be known before the act occurs« To express these ante
cedents symbolically after the action is to confuse what 
actually happened with what was happening prior to the action* 
This error, arises because of;.failure- 'to',distinguish; between': 
the time of conscious duration and mechanical or scientific 
timer '!'y ' . '

There are two kinds of time, scientific time and 
conscious duration;* Scientific time is the time of mechanics 
and astronbtiy * These sciences diyide; time into; units , ■ '



manipulating it to support the processes under investigation,, 
When ah astronomer predicts an eclipse that will occur 
thousands of, years hence^ he reduces this future into the 
psychological. time used in 'making, his calculations; But : 
time is a flow and does not admit of expansion or contraction 
The astronomer* s calculations do not literally reduce time* 
but show the relationships between specific intervals of 
duration. Times like the path of Zeno1s arrows is not com
posed of points. To consider it as a series of given 
Intervals is to reduce movement to immobility. The flow 
cannot be reduced to the static. This method serves the 
needs of science* but it will not explain consciousness. The 
eg© is aware of itself as having a directed purpose^ conti
nuity in change^ and duration In time. Its essence is to 
integrate.multiple atates of consciousness which change and 
grow in the flow of duration0 To attempt to reduce a period 
of times by: so much as a seconds is to empty the ego of its . 
content0 The ego is a quality which cannot be studied in 
individual quantitative parts in Juxtaposition. To pre
determine its .nature is to bring, together as quantitative ' 
spatial units qualitative phenomena which are absolutely bound 
to irreducible duration. ' . :•

: Argument 5° The determinist will argue that acts are
the result of the laws of cause and.effect. He will state 
that the same cause always results in the same effect in the



realm of matter„ and that the eonsclousness which gives rise 
to acts is subject to these same laws„ Bergson points put 
that the ego is not of the same nature as matter« 'It is v 
never the same in any two successive moments „ It cannot ; 
turn back or return to its original conformation as can 
mattero 'The consciousness that gives rise to an action at 
one moment will never be the same as the consciousness that 
gives rise to an action at a succeeding moment5 In holding 
this theory of necessary causal succession the determinist 
is again stating that either the act could not have been 
otherwise once it occurred.,; or that it could have been pre
determined before it occurred. .But these statements will not 
stand as has been shown in Arguments -3 and 4 in this chapter. 
The determinist will then claim that although the cause may 
never b©. quite the same, there is.nevertheless a cause which 
determines the action. To refute this deep seated misappre
hension Bergson finds it necessary to attack the determinist 
at the root of i.hls principle^ .which is his theory of causality 

If determinism is explained in terms of causalitys then' 
what is causality? It either means mere-regular succession 
in the context of Hume,, or it means more«

; If causality means mere regular successions this 
empirical view leads to the conclusion that causality appears 
only where it can be observed, i.e., in the physical realm 
but not in the. mental® If this ..is true.,': why not accept



psyeliical spontaneity? ..If i causality, means more than regular 
sueeesslons as. it must if it is to carry observation beyond 
the immediate and make prediction possible, then causality 
entails'- the concept, -of p r e f i g u r i n g T h i s  may be understood 
in one of two senses, the logieo"mathematical and the 
hylozdisti©« ,1 .. . - ;. .. ■

'Prefiguring in the logicd-mathematical interpretation 
assumes that nature is thoroughly intelligible and rational/ 
so much so that from every cause its effect is strictly 
dedueible, just as the properties of a circle may be deduced 
from its definitions Thus the laws of thought, especially. 
the Principle, of Identity, account for the processes of 

. -nature»; This was. the ideal of Cartesian rationalism, an 
ideal to be attained by omitting all secondary qualities and 
dealing only with the geometrical6 Descartes knew that this 
would not bridge, the gap from present to future, and invoked. 
God as the final explanatory ground of existencee Spinoza 
merely assumed a Diety to whom all events are present, but . 
this explanation will not solve the causal problem for manj 
-whb is not eternal. However, if this logico-mathematical . 
approach applies to inanimate nature, it does not apply to 
human beings, for they, unlike physical things, endure in 
consciousness0 If this approach relates to physical processes 
only, it is irrelevant to the mental,

In the hylozoistic approach to causality inner experience



shows how oatiseS' produce their effects 5' for experience is 
acquainted with voluntary acts that prefigure their results„ 
To apply this to nature s as; Leibniz :did9;.-ds to. deny the, , ' 
existence of matter, and to render the problem of knowledge, 
of other selves insoluble„ Leibniz was wrong, not because 
of his dynamic conception of the relation of causality, for; 
in this he was correct, but because his theology required 
that G-od pre-establish a harmony between souls (monads) 0 
Apart from this deus ex machina;hylozoism is in no sense 
deterministic, and does not deny 'free will., ,

This twofold analysis of the.principle of causation 
leads to two contradictory and mutually exclusive ways of 
prefiguring' the future in the present = In hylozoism the 
future exists in the present only as an idea, and passing 
from the present to the future takes the- form of an effort 
.which does not always result in the realization of the idea 
as conceivedo In the logico-mathematical concept conscious
ness endures; but matter is not supposed- to endure as 
consciousness does, and a mathematical pre-existence of the 
future in the present in matter is admitted,, Each of these 
concepts taken alone safeguards human freedomo Hylozoism - 
makes the phenomena•of nature contingent on consciousness, 
and logico-mathematics, by conceiving matter.as non-enduring 
invites the belief that conseiousness, which does endure = 
is a free force, ■ . ;;; -



‘ ltUnfortunatelys the tiaBit has grown up of taking the 
ppineipie of '-eausality in both senses at the same times 
-because the one is more flattening to our imagination and 
the other is more favorable to.mathematical reasoning 
The logico--mathematical aids mathematleal reasoning«, the 
hylozolstic satisfies the nbed of a force to. aeeount for the 
succession of events0 ..Events succeed one another due to an - 
apparent forces and this succession establishes, a mathe
matical relationship which excludes duration6 The force of 
Consciousness* is felt as free and spontaneous» But in 
external phenomena it is conceived as being related to 
necessityo The mechanical determination of external 
phenomena assumes in the mind an equivalence to the dynamic 
force of the soul from which the free act springs« The free 
force of consciousness is then misconceived as being determined 
by necessityo , . : ' \ p.-

. Bergson’s.doctrine of free will can now be summarized. 
Mechanism maintains that human actions are predetermined by 
mechanical physical. laws; while dynamism allows human freedom - ■ 
on the theory that actidns arise from the■free: and,spontaneous 
nature of consciousness! In denying free acts mechanism 
contends, that the fundamental structure of matter and the law 
of conservation of energy on the one hand*, and the nature Of

^ Time and Free ¥111* p 0 216» .



p'Syohle: ̂ states oa /the ,:o:ther^ are incongruous with freedom,
, The law of eonseryation of'energy, which is basic to 

^mtehahistieZ detehmini31^5, is not applicable in the psychic 
realm. It assumes that .matter can return to :the original 
position and maintain a constant quantity in a conservative, 
system. Conscious states are always changing in quality aS 
they experience the flow of duration. Mechanism, in stating 
that psychic states must conform to the principle of conser
vation of energy confuses concrete duration with abstract
hme.' ;; ' v P  ■ :\.//p ; ; ;

Psychological associatlonlsm sets forth various /■
conscious states in a multiplicity of juxtaposition giving 
them a-quantity and geometric relationship in space, 
Consciousness is a fused, interpenetrating, quality which 
endures in time rather than in space,' When a state of 
consciousness gives rise to a free act.it is a dynamical 
manifestation of the whole personality0 Because the-.asso.ei- 
ationist attempts to explain consciousness by exhibiting 
linguistic symbols as spatial quantitative representations 
of qualities' of consciousness, it/ does not prove that / / ■. ;
consciousness contains these qualitieso

In arguing that an act which has been completed could, 
not have been otherwise the determinist views the personality 
and the choice which gave rise to the act as straight line 
■developments ,• and in retrospect imposes a spatial account of



objects that were really tendencies in time„ There was no 
path leading to an act until the. act was performe'cL . It is 
meaningless to assert that the path chosen was predeterminech 

"The determinist believes that a.foreknowledge of the 
events leading to an act would enable him to predict the 
action of another individuals This view does not take into: 
acequnt 'that- events happening prior to the act produce 
qualities of varying intensities in the consciousness which 
are not communicable and/which can be known only to the , ~
individual experiencing these qualitative intensities»

To say that human action is determined by the law of 
cause and effect is to combine two meanings of, this law in 
an incompatible relationship <, The mind views the cause as 
containing the effect in the mathematical relationships of 
extended mattero Since matter does not seem to endure this 

: idea strengthens the conclusion that consciousnesswhich 
does endure, is free,

; ' V : -''ttdnd also views the cause as carrying the effect 
when it forms an image of ah act 0 The image and the act are 
■ imagined to be:; related1 by a-kind of force 0 Mow the image and 
object are-in no way actually related, and this hylozoistic 
concept makes nature contingent upon human consciousness c 

When the succession of events^ apparently dependent 
upon a force5 is considered as mathematical relationships 
entailing necessity5, the determinist associates this physical



. for.e© with’the dynamic force of the consciousness and assumes 
that conscious force is also a determined and necessary force 
This ambiguity in the principle, of causality gives rise to 
the cohcept that cause and effect are ine'dmpatible with 

• human freedom. Only when they are taken in two senses at 
once is this so.



CHAPTER V

■ 7 ; :  i; v : v v;i::SCTTHEEIS1:OPvfHE PRECEDING DOCTRINES

The problem presented in Chapter I was twofold; to 
bring together Bergson’s doctrines on the development of 
moral obligation in a closed societys and to evaluate them 
critically„ The subsequent chapters defined moral obli
gation and the closed societys the functions of instinct and 
, intelligence5 and Bergson’s doctrine of free will* The 
purpose of this Chapter is to unify what has gone before in 
order to present more adequately Bergsonls concept of the 
development of moral obligation in a closed society.

A closed society is a society whose purpose is to 
engender and protect its members' so that it may continue in 
time0 It accomplishes this purpose by;leading its members to 
believe that they are superior to men who are not members of 
the society and that all nonmembers are evil men who live in 
a state of impending conquests ever ready to..attack and 
destroy the society, As:, a result of this belief territorial 
boundaries, are established which honmembers dare not cross, 
Society further strengthens itself by laying down moral 
obligations which must be accepted and obeyed if the society 
:and the particular.individuals composing it are to survive0 

Members of the society tend to believe that these moral



obligations are rational and are in some way related to, or 
have' the f orce of, " natural law „ ..

Bergson state's that the intd 11 igenoe is coated with a 
heavy layer of instinct. Instihct is cdhoerned with 
preserving the s p e c i e s a n d  the individual,x ins ofar as the 
individual is a member of the species5 by acting, on particular 
objects Which are necessary to livingo, It is also concerned 
with accomplishing the necessary actions with a minimum 
expenditure of effort0 Actions, in the ordinary course of 
life2 are most effective and require least effort when they 
can be performed again and again without thought. This is 
habit, and according to Bergson, habit is an outgrowth of ; 
ins tine tv :v - - ' f

Intelligence knows unorganized bodies and relations»
It Introspects the ego, considers the u ! 11 as an individual, 
and interests itself in satisfying the individual’s desires, 
not in a way in which this satisfaction will aid society and 
indirectly help the individual because he Is a member of 
society, but in a way that is of immediate and personal 
interest to the; individual<> • The intellect is also an instru
ment of action, but this action is directed toward the 
manipulatibn and fabrication of unorganized matter.

The interests of instinct and intelligence are thus 
diversified. Instinct looks, first to the welfare of society, 
then to•the welfare of the Individualo The Individual will



realize the greatest good by doing his' duty toward the 
society/ The intelligence$ on the other hand, looks to the 
.welfare of.the dudiyldual as an individual/ Bergson writes 
that as a 'practical maxim conformity to duty means resistance 
to self. The instinct and intelligence come into conflict 
and within this conf lict lies, the, crux of the problem of 
moral obligation^ Moral obligation develops because of the 
discord between:instinct and intelligence„

Society/ realizing that the intelligence is capable of - 
free and spontaneous acts in the interest of the individual/ 
attempts to bind the individual more securely to the society" 
than he is bound to himself= Society binds the individual 
to the group through the dutiess laws^ and social forces 
which it generates „ . . ■ > •. /. ■. - ..

Prom man’s instinct arises’habits and iban lives chiefly 
by habit. Moral obligations are acts9 or the refraining 
from acts 9 which can be obeyed through habit 0 .Man has the 
habit of acquiring habits and consequently accepts and obeys 
the moral dbllga.tlons^ whichvsociefy imposes upon him. He. 
may vaguely question the nature and authority of obligation,, 
but usually he accepts the command of society, you must 
because you must, and feels that each obligation is supported 
by the full strength of. Society, by the strength of the 
totality of all moral obligations. : :

Bergson is careful to point out that the antithesis in



''intfe3?$sts'\-;;betw©'e.n..'iristino.tviand .'I'htelligence' does not mean 
that man is - In constant conflict with society0 He finds in 
society social and self-recognition, personal stability, and 
opportunity to direct his intelligence toward work in which 
he is interested, realizing at the same time the protection 
that society offers: him .and the satisfaction of his personal 
needs that the diversified labors of society accord him0 
His self-esteem is closely bound to his social ego, and he 
endeavors to carry his distinction of being, a member of a 
particular society with him wherever he goes. These charac
teristics of society enable him to have the time and 
opportunity to use. his.intelligence to formulate theories, 
to develop tools to manipulate unorganized matter, and to 
develop metaphysical, ethical, and scientific theories that 
make a better life for himself and his fellow men.

Man finds these opportunities, which are offered by 
society, so gratifying that he accepts the moral pbllgations$ 
without which these opportunities would not be possible, as 
a matter of fact and conforms to them as a matter of habit.
He obeys the moral laws, not so much because he understands : ■ 
their significance or because he 'considers them to be good, 
but because it is easier to obey them than to disobey them.
To break with moral obligation requires a dynamic manifes
tation of the whole'personality, and it is only in exceptional 
circumstance that a conflict between the instinct and
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intelligence becomes so strong that the social force loses 
its.grip and allows the'personal desire to dominate0 • • .



CHAPTER VI

' ' A CRITICAL APPRAISAL :

THe pappose. 'Of this chapter is to evaluate critically 
Bergson8 s doetrines which have heeii presented thus .far..# in 
order to determine# in the following chapter,■ whether they 
form an internally consistent ethical, theory.

The topics that have been considered in this thesis 
have been the closed; society, moral obligation, . the evolution 
and functions of instinct and intelligence, human freedom, 
and the interrelations of these .concepts» Although the 
criticism in this chapter Will be directed toward these 
doctrines, the reader must keep in mind three things.
First, the scope of Bergson* s philosophy covers a wide 
range of philosophical problems. In evaluating.the doctrines 
presented here, it will be necessary to draw upon sources of 
his. philosophy which have not been specifically discussed in 
this:. thesis... . Second,: a particular, teaching in Bergson* s 
ethicAl theory has bebn Gonsidered and it is hot within the 
province of this thesis to present the phiiosopher*s com
plete ethical theory. Third, the attempt has been made to 
convey . the intent and meaning of Bergson* s arguments „ The 
fact that only a part of his ethics has been presented does 
not misrepresent this part since it has been considered in



the light of the total context 0
. 3o necapltnlate: One aspect of Bergson's ethics is being,

considered here, 'i . e . t h e  development, of moral obligation in 
a closed society* This particular concept must be criticized 
and evaluated to. determine its internal consistency, i6e», tp-, 
determine whether these doctrines .harmonize with each other*

; Henri Bergson has probably been the•recipient of more 
criticism, both favorable and unfavorable, than any other 
modern philosopher* On the publication of Creative. Evolution, 
William James wrote to Bergson, tfOhj my Bergson, you: are a 
magician and your book is a marvel, a real wonder* * V *
Your name will surely go down as one of the great creative 
names in philosophy*■ Again, in a somewhat less enthusiastic 
spirit , George Santayana-wrote,' rtt> ; > * but with regard to his 
own philosophy I am afraid he /Bergson/ thinks that all ■
previous systems.empty into it, which is hardly true, and that
all future systems must flow out of it, which is hardly
: . ■ : . -2 “ ' ' ■ : ' : •' ' / 

necessaryt" . ■ ; ■ - .f. , -g ::
Bergson is one of the most lucid writers ever'to become 

a professor of philosophy* His,works, when read aloud, ■;
convey the beauty, rhythm,' and harmony of a. great symphony * ' 
His supply of poetic and picturesque similes : is seemingly

- Quoted by Irwin Edman in the foreword to Arthur 
Mitchell8s translation of Creative Evolution, pp* ix-x,

George Santayana, Winds of Doctrine, p.* 62*



inexhaustible„ Bergson's style has been universally praised 
by his oritics for its artistlb genius, but it tendss say 
some onitieSj, to cause the undiscerning to miss the essential 
points; especially: the weaknesses$ in his arguments 0 ... Bertrand 
Russell -wrote of: Bergson, 11 The number of similes for life to 
be found in his works exceeds the number in any poet known 
to m e T h e s e  statements do not mean that his intellectual 
honesty has ever been questioned* Bergson's integrity as a 
philosopher and his character, as a m a n ^  have always been

■3 Bertrand Russell;. "The Philosophy of Bergson,11 The . 
Monisty Volo .XXIIS Eo0 (1912)s p , 332o

^ Two Sources s which appeared in English translation 
in :1935s was Bergson' s last great work. It was the result 
of the mastery of mind and will over matter» For many 
years Bergson had been confined to his home with a paralyzing 

■ illnesss yet in this work all the skill and subtleties of 
analysis 9: which were displayed in Matter and Memory nearly 
forty-five years beforej, are extended to art s morals ? and 
religiorio - ; . " . " ; .

0 Bergson ^T859“19l4-27s would have nothing to do with 
the Nazis or the Vichy government0 Although exempted 
from, the laws of that government barring Jews ' from holding 
educational postss Bergson renounced all honors that he 
had received whose retention might indicate his sympathy 
toward that regime. Shortly before his death he stood in 

,iineg cresting on the arm of a servant, to register as a Jew. - 
He had., seriously considered joining the Catholic Church,. but .: 
due. to the fact that this act might be construed as indi
cating he was deserting his people in their time of peril, 
he remained to the end a Jew, true to his people and his 
. ideals. ' - ' ■ 1 .

The information in the' above footnotes (Ij. and 0) is 
taken principally from Irwin Edman's Foreword in Mitchell's 
translation of Creative Evolution, pp. ix-xviii, and from the 
Introduction by harrabee in-Selections from Bergson, pp® vii-xix



held in the highest esteen by those who knew him. personally
and by..those.who knew him only through his writings, The ■ " '
essence of Bergson has been well stated by Professor Ralph
Tyler Plewelling. While studying at the gorbonne, FTewelllng: -1..
wrote a paper entitleds Bergson and Personal Realism  ̂ This
paper> ■ done under the guidance of Bergson^ who was the head .. •
of the students study committees was exceedingly critical of
Bergson's views Thirty-three years later Plewelling wrotes
; ■ There is little doubt in my mind now that there

were about it some; evidences of embryonic thinkingj 
but to these Bergson did not call my attention* I do 
not recall any other time in life ever,having raised 
a philosophic issue with all the belligerence at my 1 

. commandto, be :met . with no challenge at all 6 There . . ’ '
could have been no more telling argument against me 1 1  
than this argument of silent good will.o

Perhaps the preceding statements9 which have attempted to
portray Bergson as man and philosopher9 will serve as a' frame •
of reference for a better understanding of the more crucial
issues of his philosophy which must now be consideredo

Bergsoh's doctrine,of the closed society has not been
seriously challenged by modern philosophers0 History seems
to verify his contention tbat, modern nations are closed

1 societies' 'in the sense that -he has- delineated and used the
term. The ideals of world peace/ and-perhaps in times a world
brotherhood of man, as expressed either explicitly or implicitly
by members of the League of Nations and the United Nations s

6 Ralph Tyler Plewellingj, "Bergson and Personalism," 
The Personalist„ Vol. XIV, No* 0,; (1933), p* 8l. v



seem t.£> constitute the varnish of nations 0 Once this . ;
varnish is removed.there existss as Bergson stated, a true
closed society,, : 1 , / :

In tracing "Bergson1s account of the development of
moral obligation it has been found that -this doctrine rests
on two further teachings, the nature and functions of
instinct and intelligence and human freedom» The fact that
a conflict - arises between'instinct and intelligences that
one can trltimphj, .thus giving, rise to moral obligation^
postulates intelligence as.- a free agent<>

... Before appraising the technical arguments concerning ,
instinct and intelligence and free will along with their
related corallarles of intuitive knowledges spaces time,
and motion, some thought should be given to criticism of 1
'Bergson8s.writings on evolution and biology, ..

In a highly esteemed contemporary work on evolution
Simpson criticizes Bergson’s theory of evolution in this
manner, ' _ ̂ - - ' ■ V - ' . •

All_these theories, vitalist^ finalist, or both,
; involyed some:-.dcgree ;of abandonment' of : causalism.
They did not explaih eyolution, but claimed that it is 
inexplicable and then gave a name to its inexplica
bility; "Alan vital” (Bergson). , V  , As Huxley has 
remarked, the vitallsts’ ascribing evolution to an 
elan vital no more explaihed the history of life than 
would ascribing its motion to an elan, locomotiff 
explain the operation of a steam engine,Y ;;

7 George Gaylord Simpson, The Meaning of Evolution,



Simpson writess a few pages latieFy tBat the ultimate mystery 
of life Has- not been solved and probably never will be0 He 
finds no need or excuse to postulate a "nonmaterial inter
vention in the origin of life, the rise of man, or any other 
• part of the. long history of the m a t e r i a l . c o s m o s o T h i s  
First Cause, sought for by theology and philosophy, will 
probably never be known, according to Simpson8s view*

Again, in contradiction to the above remarks which 
discredit Bergson8s'opinions, another contemporary, writing 
in support of Bergson8s theories on evolution and biology 
states, ■

<► o * evolution is a process -in which there is 
spontaneity and effort along with limiting conditions 
or a necessary basis in what is already there» It 
signifies the progressive appearance of new qualities 
and relations without any complete.break or gap- 
requiring recourse to a wholly different principle of . 
explanationo ■ ,

If these arguments are indicative of the controversial status 
of the more subtle questions in biology and evolution, and a 
limited research by this writer reveals this is the case, 
Bergsenls theories are still being considered in biological 
and evolutionary investigations0 As with many modern scien
tific theories, his views have neither been completely 
confirmed nor disprovedo

8The Meaning of Evolution, p 0 l55o
9To M o Forsyth, "Creative Evolution: in Its Bearing oh 

the Idea of Cod," Philosophy, Vol* 'XXV, Hoo 94, (1950), p e 201
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Whether Bergs on is right or wroiig : in his account of the 

origin of life and the evolutionary processesy- man does have 
the factors of instinct and intelligence« Instinct itself 
is-a :polemical term. ih, modern psychology^ but as’-Bergson -has -1 
stated, any word can be used for any thing, if it is clearly 
definedo Man is a creature of habit and has the faculty of 
acquiring habits* He also utilizes a kind of knowledge that•* 
is different from knowledge given by conceptual and abstract 
thinking» It is this noneonceptua1 knowledge that is 
instinctive in man..This does not mean that instinctive 
knowledge is. devoid of either mental or sense images. ; It 
means that the act so resembles the idea that conscious 
thought is hot employed in the performance of the act 0 - .

Bergson's theory of knowledge, which is based upon his 
account of instinct and intelligence, and his doctrine of '
; human freedom, have been called, nanti-intellectualism<, 
Criticism has been directed chiefly at two of his arguments. 
First, inteiligence is an instrument' of action which 
juxtaposes space and motion and spatializes time0 Second, 
intelligenee cannot know reality. .It. imast'-’turn'. back upon 
■its©if:.ifndlyi]i^;u@©^.'instinct to grasp the real, which can'- - ''
be known only through intuition.

The first of these arguments., which includes Bergson's

10 Ralph Barton Perry, "Notes on the Philosophy of Henri 
Bergson,.1’• The Journal of Philosophy, Psychology, and Scien- 
tlf IcdMethods j Vol. VIII, Ho. 257(1911), p. 673. - ... ::



teachings about intelligences spaces time., motion, and free 
will, has been presented, at least insofar.as the scope of 
this thesis demands o fhe criticism of these principles will 
be eohsidered without extensive elaboration of them. The 
second argument was presented in a cursory and dogmatic 
manner in Ohapter III, p p „ 26 and 27-28, and will bear more 
rigorous investigation. v. .

The first argument: Bergson1s . position on intelligence 
as an instrument of action, space, time, motion, and free . 
win* . ■ /■ ; : .1
; Matter,'according to Bergson, is something to be acted
.upon or. with, and intelligence is the instrument through 
which this action is porformedo 'Intelligence Covers the 
world of. matter with three-dimensional homogeneous, space in 
order that it may treat simultaneous impressions. It 
spatializes time to treat successive impressiohs 6 Time too 
becomes homogeneous,, and whatever is homogeneous can be cut 
into, units t , "It is essential . . . that space and time are 
homogeneous schemes and belong to understanding as means of 
turning immediate images into matter and of handling matter 
p r a c t i c a l l y I n  his doctrine of Space Bergson condemns 
the intelligence o -By setting objects apart in space intelli
gence Cannot enter into reality/ It is on his doctrine of

G-tinther Jacoby, tlHenri Bergson, Pragmatism and 
Schopenhauer,w The Morist, Vol»- XXII, ■ No 6 ij., (1912), p« 601»



time that the theory of free will is based, Spatialized 
time is an attempt to bring the past and future to the level 

, pf, the present^ since matter does net endure, To be free 
means to endures to live real times to be conscious that 
time moves from the past through the present and grows into 
the future, i \ ,v:

It follows then, if Bergson's doctrines of space and 
time cannot meet and triumph over opposing arguments his 
system falls apart „ nIt is war to the knife,1* " Bertrand 
Russell Writes, as he levels his attack against- Bergson's 
theory of space. Bergson holds that concepts of greater and 
less, abstract ideas, logical deductions, and pluralities of 
separate units must be thought as spatial relations. The 
strokes of a bell or the steps of a passerby, are interpreted, 
according to Bergson, as being laid Out in space. This is 
the thinking of a yisualiz@r, Russell contends, and there is 
no logical, necessity to count these actions with a spatial 
auxilia.ryl' Here Russell fails into two errors. He once ■
stated, somewhere, that most of his thinking is done without 
the aid Of mental images 0 He writes that nmost people do 
not (count with a spatial auxiliary),K It seems to this 
writer that most people-, not gifted with Russell's genius, 
do employ mental images, i.e ,, visualize a swinging bell when

- Bertrand Russell, "The Philosophy of Bergson," p. 333-
Russell's polemic against Bergson presented here is taken 
from this article, which begins on p. 3 2 1 »



attending to its strokes. Russell*s second error is that he 
does not understand what Bergson meansa by spatial„ , In 
Creative Evolution  ̂ he writes that ^spatiality is nothing . ; 
but separateneas \ - .'1 - \'

Russell next considers Bergson* s theory of motion or 
change» He has argued that change is a processs and cannot 
be explained by describing it as a series of immobile points, 
Russell denies that there is any such thing as a process of 
change«, and argues that mathematics adequately explains 
change» From these diverse points of view the two philosophers 
cannot possibly settle this argument» To Russell change 
implies a series of states or relations s while to Bergson 
change is a process9 a continuous movement without points in 
space o- ; ■ - .■ ' ' '

In Bergson* s theory of duration’real time is, the life
of inner consciousness. <> The past mingles with the present $
and. this fusion, this present which is continually being 
created by the past, is ever new, ever different° It is a 
changing creation, and introspection.reveals this creation 
in memory, Bergson* s doctrine of free will is based on the 
fact-that acts which Spring from this ever changing conscious
ness are free manifestations of the jwhole personality, '

3-3. Karin Costelloe, “An Answer to Mr, Bertrand Russell8s : 
Article on the Philosophy of. Bergson,“ The Monist, Yol® XXIV,
Hoo 1, (I9 II4.), p , II1 6 0  The defense of Bergson* s views 
presented .here- is .takeh principally from this article which .
begins on p « llŷ v ; ■. ; / . I' ; . ;



Russell 6$ont6 nds : tihat Bergson*s theory of the past 
surviving in meinory rests upon the failure to distinguish the 
past from the idea of the pastV Sihoe the idea of the past 
Is present, the past would -exist only as an idea» By this 
:eonftiSion,:Russell believes Bergson to have ignored the real, 
past altogether» This criticism does not apply to Bergson's 
doctrine6 ■ The past that has interpenetrated the conscious
ness and made the personality what it is in the present is not 
the past contained in the immediate Idea of it„
- The second argument? Bergson’s theory of intuitive 

knowledge o - ' ; ' . j
The second aspect of Bergson1s philosophy which-has 

been summarised here as his doctrine of intuitive knowledge 
has probably been the most adversely criticized and the least 
defended of all his teachings« These criticisms, like those 
of Bertrand Russell, seem to rest upon a consideration of the 
argument in a different universe of discourse or upon a 
Gomplete-misunderstanding of Bergson’s philosophyi

/Perhaps Bergson’s theory of intuitive knowledge can best 
be. intotoducediby / two^pf/'his: own- btatemehts 6 '

But it Us to the very'inwardhess' of life that intuition 
leads us""by iintuition I mean instinct that has become 
disinterested, self conscious,capable of reflecting 
Upon its object and of enlarging it indefinitely.l^l

khd again he writes, . ' ' /■'': : : ' •' .

Ih- Great!ve Evolution, p® 19l|-.



„ o o the truth is that our intelligence can follow 
’ , the opposite method. It can place Itself within the

moh 11 e. rea 11 ty> and adopt its ceaselessly .changing 
direct long in short, can grasp it by means of 
intellectual.sympathy which we call intuition, 5

1 .;Bergson has-; been-' quite : Glear in stating, and in giving
examples of what he means by intuitive knowledge! this sympa™

' the.tic 'understanding of reality in which intelligence turns
inward and utilizes instinct, Oritics, on the whole, have :
failed to evaluate his arguments and analogies seriously.
Those who have attacked his. theory, have been proponents of
the idea that intelligence is the only faculty of knowledge,
else they would.not have attacked Bergson, They seem to have
been unable to ltmake the effort** to invert the direction of
their intellect in. order to'grasp Bergson* s .meaning. Some
of these critics have pointed out that Bergson used his
intellect to understand and explain his theory Of intuition,
and by his own arguments, the intellect cannot perform this
feat, .His argument then involves a logical contradiction,
A careful reader of Bergson* s arguments would realize'that
although the explanation of this Insight of intuitive
knowledge was spatialized by the intellect when the expla- V
nation was written, the grasping of the insight was the work
of Bergson's intuition, ■

An Introduction to Metaphysics, in Selections from 
Bergson, edited by Harold A, Larrabee, pp, 2?-28,

Theodore Marache, Jr,, RBergson and Free Will," The 
Personalist, Vol, XX, No, 1, (1939), pp* 2l|_-2̂ ,



Turning now' to a more extensive exposition of the theory ■ 
of instinct and intelligence as {they combine to give intuitive 
knowledge (and the writer feels that those who. have defended, 
this doctrine have not done it complete justice) it is /well 
to begin by reviewing one of Bergson*s analogies„

' If one were shown a great number, of pictures. of Paris = 
if he studied maps of the citys read its historys listened 
to verbal descriptions of it3 and acquired a vast store of 
knowledge about the citys he would not know Paris„ Only by 
seeing Paris, by living there and"experienoing the pulsations 
and inner life, that essence whieh makes Paris a unique city, 
would he know .Paris» To grasp this inner life, to become a 
part of it, to move with it, is to know by intuition.

Consider the experience of driving an automobile in a 
great American cityo- At five o ’clock in the afternoon 

;automobilos pour onto the hos Angeles freeways by the -
thousandso The motion, noise, haze and gasoline fumes, 
sprdad in all directions, creating a phenomenon which, seems 
to b e .the heart, the.life1s blood of Los Angeles, and a 
driver on the freeway :at this hour feels himself a part of 
this phenomenon, moving with it 0 He winds and turns and ' :
weaves, choosing his position and route instinctively. The . 
intellect has become subservient to the instinct. Let it 
stand, as a practical maxim, that, the only way to.get across 
the.Los Angeles freeways in a rush hour is by intuition.



Mrc Bussella or eiren a Poincare3 would never make Its if 
they directed their vehicles by mdthematically calculating 
speeds, regardless of the rapidity of these calculations „ ....

Intuitive .knowledge manifests itself in the. under-’; V 
standing- of a and feeling toward^ other human beings. ■ .. '
Inteliectua1 judgments. are formed about agreements and 
disagreements with others on matters .of politics s religion, 
likes, and dislikes, but the over-all evaluation is an 
intuition, a fusion of emotions, and is not arrived at by - 
logical, statistical, or intellectual processeso

: Bergson1s theory of intuition is well illustrated in 
aesthetics* Here the artist removes the veil imposed upon 
reality by the intellect^ and in a moment of intuitive 
insight, grasps and presents the•nature of the real* A 
Beethoven symphony, a Madonna of Fra Angelic©, or Macbeth, 
seems to place one within the object, to give one an under
standing, of the reality.and essence of the work of art» Is 
the leap of suggestion too broad to say that the intuition • 
felt while driving on the^ freeway, the feeling toward another • 
person, and the sense of grasping the nature of art is the 
same or a quite similar .intuition? The writer holds that 
these three circumstances involve intuitive knowledge which 
may vary in degree, but not in kind*

It is well, an bpponent of intuitive knowledge might 
argue, to•grant that intuition may exist in particular



situations s Taut Bergson claims that intuition gives true
knowledge, an understanding of. universal principlese How is
this intuition, this sense of reality, applicable in the
'pursuit of hard cpld facts in which'science engages?

Bergson’s answer to this question is explicitly stated0-
: : . This inversion ^pf the intellect/ has never been 
practiced in a methodical manner| but a profoundly, 
considered history of human thought would show that 
we owb to it all that is greatest in the sciences, 
as well as all that is permanent In metaphysics„If

Three examplesg:which represent sbme of the supreme aohieve- 
ments of the human mind? will serve to.explain Bergson’s 
statement, : v. ' -

There were many men in Europe in Hewton’s time who were . 
as well versed in mathematics ahd scientific knowledge as 
Hewton„ Yet hea seeing the apple fall^ (although this story 
is probably apocryphal$ it illustrates the point ) 5 was able 
to formulate the law of universal gravitation. The history 
of philosophy was available to all who desired to make use 
of it. Rationalistic and empirical thought$ though understood 
by manycontinued to present almost opposing systems. Only 
Kantg after twelve years of devoted effort, Was; able to . .
synthesize these s y s t e m s T h e  Critique of Pure Reason estab
lishes its author as the father of modern, philosophy. Darwin 
was by no means the most brilliant scientist of his time. - .

-̂7 An Intro duct io h to Metaphys ics 3 in Selections 9 p . 28«
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His •writings indicate that he considered himself rather slow 
iii/itted in many- respects. The theory of evolution had been 
discussed ling before Darwin's investigations,. It remained 
for him, however, to clarify the insight which gave scientific 
meaning to this theory. Why did these particular men make 
the discoveries,- and others, equally capable, fail? The 
writer : submits that these insights of Hewton, Kant, and 
Darwin, which grasped a truth or relationship that had eluded 
all others, were the result of an effort in which the intellect 
turned back upon itself and utilized instinct to give an 
intuitive knowledge of reality.

Before closing this chapter, the relation of the pre
ceding critique to the fundamental problem should be made 
clear. In considering the development of moral obligation 
in a closed society several basic arguments have been 
presented and criticized. Moral obligation arises in a 
closed society because of the conflict between instinct and 
intelligence. This is Bergson's basic point. To establish 
this point he must explain the closed society, the nature, 
functions, and relationship between instinct and intelligence, 
and show that these factors are such that a conflict does 
arise. He must show that man is a free agent, else the 
victory of intelligence would have no meaning. If these 
.arguments- have been established, Bergson is right when he 
says that moral obligations are forces or laws of society



which say? "You must because you must9H and these obli
gations originate in societies when the individual^ through 
his intelligence replies? . '*1 won' t because 1 wontt ," "



' • ' ■ - ■ • : : ' . 'GMPTER; ¥11 r ' ;v" ;; , : ; - '

v'; : i ', " ..: . -  c o n c l u s i o n ' . .

L'valu&isiori of the discuss ions and arguments that have
gone before leads to the following: cbnolhsions 0

- / : : : : :  \  : :  „ .  : % : ' : :  - , /

; ; 1 o,, ;:Be3?g.son' s: apoount of.the closed society is ,
: : historioally oorredto. \ : :
• 2® His theories oh the evolution of life may or may

not be trueo but they still merit eonsideration in 
. ‘ seientific circleso '

3o; Man possesses both instinct and intelligence„ Habit 
is a function of instinct and man habitually obeys 
the laws of society„ Intelligence seeks the good 
of the individual as opposed to the good- of society0 

' This conflicts with instinct whose first interest
- is. the welfare of the group, Instinct knows 

. particular.objects while intelligence, acts on
. ' unorganized matter» ; 7% t ; v

. . Intellect thinks matter in spatial relations and
spatializes time>: \ ’ '
Real time is the time of inner consciousness^ The
ego is aware of itself as having a directed purpose, 
continuity In change, and duration in time«



Han i@; £r@.@ &  of his personality
result from an interpenetrating fusion of past 
experiences„ The result of this fusion is emergents 
not. governed by laws,, and bursts forth;: spontaneously ; 
in the free acte
Bergson*s doctrine that knowledge of reality is 
Intuitive.seems:espeeially applicable in aesthetics . 
and strong arguments can be advanced in support of 
its application to science</
Society attempts to bind the individual to the group 
by imposing moral obligations upon him. These 
obligatiohs are of a kind that can be obeyed through 
habit,, SoOiety utilizes man1 s instinct for 
preservation of the group. These moral obligations 
arise as a result of the rebellious nature of 
intelligence and are imposed to control it0 
This part of Bergson1s ethical theory that moral 

"obligation in a closed society develops from the 
conflict•between instinct and intelligence is 
basically sound and internally consistento

Univ. of Arizona Ubrary
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